Tasty, fresh, valencian,
unique and exclusive fruit

®

ARARE is a firm that manages
a one hundred HC citric farm in
Xátiva, Valencia (Spain).
The company has been producing,
selling, and cultivating oranges and
mandarins for more than 50 years.
We are producing a Tasty, Fresh,
Unique, and Exclusive citric.

CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE DIFFERENT
VARIETIES OF ORANGES

NAVEL >
ARARE is cultivating
oranges and mandarins
all the year.
These are the types and
the harvest time of our
products:

MANDARIN
Marisol
Sastsuma
Prenules
Oronules
Clemenules

MONTHS
Oct
Oct
Sept
Sept
Nov

These types of oranges have this name
because they have a navel, so inside of
the orange a small second orange is
growing. These oranges are a result of
a mutation that happened in Brazil on
1820. They are early season oranges.

MONTHS

Navelinas
Navels
Valencia
Lane Lates

Oct-Dec
Dec-Feb
May-Jun
Feb- Apr

NAVELINA_This is an orange from the States, but it was modified in
the thirties in Valencia. Its name has the suffix –ina because it is smaller
than a navel orange. Growers and farmers call this type of orange “the
wish orange” because it is very early, and it is always useful. It is a great
table fruit, and you can use it for juice because it is sweet.
WASHINGTON NAVEL_ It is the best seller; the most produced
and grow orange variety in the world. People argue about it origin,
but the majority think that it is from the States. It has wonderful and
amazing characteristics. It has ideal size, color, acidity, and sweetness.

LANE LATE_ It is from Australia, and it is the sweetest orange in
the market becuse it has less quantity of limonin. It is a late variety,
and we can find it in the markets in the summer months. Its size is
medium/large, IT does not have seeds, and the navel is so small. In
addition, it is the most sold variety in Spain, the public loves it.

WHITE ORANGES >
ORANGES

THERE ARE TWO MAIN GROUPS OF ORANGES.
FIRST TYPE IS THE NAVEL ORANGE, AND THE
SECOND TYPE IS THE WHITE ORANGE. IN OUR
FARM BOTH OF THEM ARE CULTIVATED. THEN WE
ARE GOING TO OUTLINE MAIN POINTS OF EACH
DIFFERENT TYPE.

They are called White oranges because they are lighter
than Navel oranges, but they are not white. Their orange
color is not too powerful. They were the leaders of global markets last century. The main difference with Navel
is that they do not have a navel. There are lots of types of
this orange so it is very difficult to point out a list of main
characteristics. Spain was the largest producer of White
oranges in the past.

VALENCIA LATE_
It is the sweetest White orange in the market. We do not know its
origin; the majority thinks that it has Portuguese roots. It is a late
variety, usually harvests starts in April, but these oranges can be
in the tree until June. It is a table orange, as well as an amazing
juice orange.

MANDARIN
TYPES/
CLEMENTINE
They are very famous
for their flavor and
their easy peel.
There are three types
of clementine in our
farm

There are 4 basic types of mandarins: Satsuma,
clementine, clemenvillas, and Hibrids. In our citric farm
two of them are cultivated:
MARISOL
It has a good size, a very intense orange color, it produces lots of juice,
and it is an early season variety. The clementine harvest is usually in
October.
ORONULES
It is an early type of mandarin. It has a wonderful taste, it has not many
seeds, and it is an ideal juice mandarin because it produces lots of juice.
CLEMENULES
This variety is harvested in middle season, at the end of October and
beginnings of November. It has a wonderfull size, an amazing color. It
has a sweet flavour and produces a lot of juice so it is a very good juice
mandarin.

ARARE GESTIÓN, S.L.
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PRENULES
Its official name is Pri23, it harvest on the first days of September, it is
unique and exclusive. Its flavor is amazing.

E-mail: info@arare.es
www.arare.es

SASTSUMA

SKYPE: ARARE SL

This is the first mandarin that came to the market, so it is a very grown
variety.

GLOBALG.A.P.: GGN-4052852653305

SASTSUMA (OWARI)
It has few seeds, good size, it is very tasty, and it can stay fresh very well.
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